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ABSTRACT
Many Deep Neural Network (DNN) based applications have
been developed and run on mobile devices. Although these
advanced DNN models can provide better results, they also
suffer from high computational overhead which means long
delay and more energy consumption when running on mo-
bile devices. To address these problems, many companies
have developed dedicated Neural Processing Units (NPUs)
for mobile devices, which can process AI features. Compared
to CPU, NPU can run DNN models much faster, but with
lower accuracy. To address this issue, we leverage model
partition techniques to improve the performance of DNN
models on mobile devices with NPU. The challenge is to de-
termine which part of the DNN model should be run on CPU
and which part to be run on NPU. Based on the delay and
the accuracy requirements of the applications, we study two
problems: Max-Accuracy where the goal is to maximize the
accuracy under some time constraint, and Min-Time where
the goal is to minimize the processing time while ensuring
the accuracy is above a certain threshold. To solve these
problems, we propose heuristic based algorithms which are
simple but only search a small number of layer combinations
(i.e., where to run which DNN model layers). To further
improve the performance, we propose a Machine Learning
based Model Partition (MLMP) algorithm. MLMP searches
more layer combinations and considers both accuracy loss
and processing time simultaneously. We also address many
implementation issues to support model partition techniques
on mobile devices with NPU. Experimental results show that
MLMP outperforms the heuristic based algorithms and it can
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significantly improve the accuracy or reduce the processing
time based on the application requirements.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Deep neural networks (DNNs) have been successfully ap-
plied to various problems in computer vision, natural lan-
guage processing, healthcare, etc., and some of the advanced
models can even outperform human beings in some spe-
cific datasets [29, 46]. Recently, many applications based on
DNN models have been developed and run on mobile de-
vices. For example, DNN based apps can recognize user’s
voice as text input [4, 33], assist travelers identify buildings
and landmarks [41, 42], and detect Parkinson’s disease by
analyzing users’ vocal sound [53]. Although these advanced
DNN models can provide us with better results, they also
suffer from the high computational overhead which means
long delay and more energy consumption when running on
mobile devices.

To address these problems, mobile devices can offload com-
putationally intensive applications to the cloud. Although
offloading techniques can reduce the computation time, it
may take much longer time to transmit data, especially when
there is limited wireless bandwidth, or when the data size
is large which is usually true for applications using DNNs.
Moreover, there are other issues such as the lack of server
support or privacy concerns. For example, some users prefer
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processing sensitive data locally, even though the processing
time is much longer.

To efficiently execute the DNN models locally, many com-
panies such as Huawei, Qualcomm, and Samsung have de-
veloped dedicated Neural Processing Units (NPUs) for mobile
devices, which can process AI features. With NPU, the run-
ning time of these DNN models can be significantly reduced.
For example, on HUAWEI mate 10 pro, running ResNet-50
(a DNN model) [16] on NPU is 20 times faster than running
it on CPU. Although NPUs are only available on advanced
phone models at this time, it has great potential to be applied
to other mobile devices and even IoT devices in the near
future. For example, the Qualcomm Snapdragon 855 [36] has
a NPU chipset dedicated for AI and Samsung has committed
to increase the number of employees working on NPU tech-
nologies by ten times in the next decade [40]. HUAWEI has
already deployed NPU on its current and future smartphone
models such as Mate 30 pro and Nova series [20].

There are some fundamental limitations with NPU which
pose research challenges for efficiently and effectively exe-
cuting DNN models on NPU. The most significant limitation
of NPU is the precision of the floating-point numbers. NPU
uses 16 bits or 8 bits to represent the floating-point numbers
instead of 32 bits in CPU. As a result, it runs DNN models
much faster but less accurate compared to CPU, and it is a
challenge to improve the accuracy of running DNN models
on NPU.

To address this problem, we leverage model partition tech-
niques to improve the performance of DNN models on mo-
bile devices with NPU. Model partition techniques have been
studied in [17, 22, 30, 44], where the DNN model is split
into different layers and executed in different places, such as
CPU, GPU or cloud server. However, their focus is to reduce
the computation time, and none of them considers the low
accuracy problem introduced by NPU.
The major challenge of applying model partition tech-

niques is to determine which layers are run on CPU and
which layers are run on NPU, based on the processing time
and the accuracy requirement of the application. Consider
an example of a flying drone. The camera on the drone takes
videos which are processed in real time to detect nearby
objects to avoid crashing into a building or being trapped
by a tree. To ensure no object is missed, the detection result
should be as accurate as possible. Here, the time constraint
is critical, and we should maximize the accuracy under some
time constraint. For other applications, such as unlocking a
smartphone, making payment through face recognition, the
accuracy is more important than the processing time. Hence,
we should minimize the processing time while ensuring that
the accuracy is above a certain threshold.

Based on the processing time and accuracy requirement of
different mobile applications, we study two problems: Max-
Accuracy where the goal is to maximize the accuracy under
some time constraints and Min-Time where the goal is to
minimize the processing time while ensuring the accuracy
is above a certain threshold.
Different DNN model layers perform different floating-

point operations, and hence they have different characteris-
tics in terms of processing time and accuracy when being run
on NPU or CPU. Some layers are sensitive to low precision
floating-point operations on NPU and running them on NPU
will result in lower accuracy. Some other layers are compu-
tationally intensive and running them on CPU will result
in longer processing time. In this paper, we identify these
special characteristics of running DNN models on mobile
devices with NPU. We formalize the Max-accuracy prob-
lem and the Min-Time problem, and then propose heuristic
based solutions to solve them based on the identified special
characteristics. More specifically, we propose model parti-
tion techniques to determine which layers to run on CPU
and which layers to run on NPU to satisfy the application
requirements on delay and accuracy.
Since our heuristic based solutions only try a small num-

ber of layer combinations (i.e., where to run which layer),
we further improve the performance by proposing a Ma-
chine Learning based Model Partition (MLMP) algorithm.
MLMP tries more layer combinations and considers both
accuracy loss and processing time simultaneously. It lever-
ages machine learning techniques to efficiently estimate the
accuracy loss of running the DNN models with a layer com-
bination. Since the Software Develop Kit (SDK) for NPU does
not include tools to measure the layer processing time on
NPU, and the data transmission time between NPU andmem-
ory, we also propose techniques to better estimate them, and
then determine how to partition model layers between CPU
and NPU for Max-accuracy or Min-Time.

Our contributions are summarized as follows.

• We identify some special characteristics of running
DNN models on NPU to help determine where to run
which layers to achieve better tradeoffs between accu-
racy and delay.
• We formulate theMax-Accuracy problem and theMin-
Time problem, and propose heuristic based algorithms
to solve them.
• To address the limitations of the heuristic based algo-
rithms, we propose a machine learning based model
partition (MLMP) algorithm to further improve the
performance.
• We address many implementation issues on achieving
model partition onmobile devices with NPU. Extensive
evaluation results show that MLMP can significantly
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improve the accuracy or reduce the processing time
based on the application requirements.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents the special characteristics of running DNN mod-
els on NPU. In Section 3, we formalize the Max-Accuracy
problem and the Min-Time problem, and propose heuristic
algorithms to solve them. Section 4 presents the technical
details of MLMP. Section 5 presents implementation details
of our algorithms and Section 6 shows the evaluation results.
Section 7 presents related work and Section 8 concludes the
paper.

2 PRELIMINARY
In this section, we first use some measurement results to
show the special characteristics of NPU, and then give the
motivation of using model partition techniques to improve
the performance.

2.1 Understanding NPU
To have a better understanding of NPU, we compare the
accuracy and the processing time of running different DNN
models on NPU and CPU. The experiment is conducted on
HUAWEI mate 10 pro which has a NPU, and the results
are shown in Figure 1. Three DNN models are used in the
evaluations and the details are as follows.
• The VGGmodel [34] which is used for face recognition.
In the experiment, we use the face images from the
LFW dataset [18].
• The VocNet model [26] which is used for multi-object
recognition. The evaluation was based on 4000 object
images chosen from the VOC dataset [6], and the re-
sults were based on the F1-score.
• The YOLO Small model [39] which is designed for de-
tecting objects in an image. The evaluation was based
on 4000 images randomly chosen from the MS COCO
dataset [27], and the results were based on the F1-score.

As shown in Figure 1(a), compared to CPU, running VGG,
VocNet, Yolo Small on NPU can significantly reduce the
processing time by 95%. As shown in Figure 1(b), the accuracy
loss of using NPU is different for different DNN models. For
example, compared to CPU, using NPU has similar accuracy
when running VGG, 30% accuracy loss when running VocNet,
and the F1-score drops to 0.3 when running YOLO Small.

The accuracy loss is mainly because NPU can only support
FP16 operations and store the intermediate result of each
layer using FP16. Although running DNNs with FP16 can
save memory and reduce the processing time, it may cause
large accuracy loss due to the numerical instability of using
FP16. The numerical instability is caused by floating point
overflow or underflow. For some models, the result may even
be NaN or 0, which is impossible to interpret.
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Figure 1: Performance comparisons of running DNN
models on NPU and CPU.

This is different from the misperception of using FP16 in
many existing commonly used deep learning frameworks
such as Tensorflow Lite. In Tensorflow Lite, although FP16
is used for reducing the processing time, it is only used to
store model parameters and input data. Many operations,
such as accumulation, are performed with full precision and
the intermediate results are stored with FP32.
The accuracy loss also depends on the DNN model, as

explained in [43]. The VocNet model and the Yolo Small
model are more complex than VGG. VGG only compares the
similarity between two feature vectors extracted from the
face images. They belong to the same person if the similarity
is above a predefined threshold. The small error introduced
by NPU may change values in the feature vector but the
relationship between the similarity and the threshold is not
changed too much for most input data, and hence has the
same level of accuracy as CPU. However, VocNet and Yolo
Small use more information in the feature vectors to identify
and locate multiple objects in the images. Each value in the
feature vector represents the category, the location or the
size of an object and a small error introduced by NPU can
change the prediction completely. As a result, they have
much lower accuracy when running on NPU.

From Figure 1, we can see that NPU runs much faster than
CPU. It is a good choice for running some DNN models such
as VGG, where NPU can be used to significantly reduce the
processing time while maintaining high accuracy. However,
it may not be the best choice for running some DNN models
such as VocNet and Yolo small, due to the high accuracy
loss. To address this problem, we propose model partition
techniques.

2.2 Motivation
With model partition, some model layers are run on CPU
while others are run on NPU. The difficulty is to determine
which layers are run on CPU and which layers are run on
NPU to satisfy the application requirements on accuracy and
delay. There are two important factors in model partition,
accuracy loss and layer processing time. To measure the ac-
curacy loss and layer processing time, we randomly selected
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Figure 2: Processing time reduction and accuracy loss for running each layer of Yolo Small on NPU (C: convolu-
tional layer, P: pooling layer, F: fully connected layer).

4000 images from the MS COCO dataset and used YOLO
Small (a DNN model) to detect objects with a HUAWEI mate
10 pro.

Figure 2 shows the processing time reduction and the ac-
curacy loss by running each layer in the Yolo Small model
on NPU. For example, running layer 𝑃2 on NPU while other
layers are run on CPU can reduce the processing time by
6% and incur 4% accuracy loss. Intuitively, a layer (e.g., 𝐶6)
should be run on NPU if the processing time can be signifi-
cantly reduced with little or no accuracy loss. A layer (e.g.,
𝐶17) should be run on CPU if running it on NPU has much
higher accuracy loss but little processing time reduction.
However, most of the layers (e.g., 𝐶23) are not under these
two extreme cases, and hence it is hard to determine where
to run these layers. When considering the overlap effects
of running multiple layers, the decision will be harder. For
example, the accuracy loss of running 𝐶6 and 𝐶22 on NPU
while other layers on CPU is 0.08 which is not equivalent to
the sum of their accuracy loss (i.e., 0.04). The accuracy loss of
running the DNNwith a layer combination depends onmany
factors, such as the number of additions and multiplications
performed in each layer and the memory space occupied by
the input/output data. Due to complex relationship between
the accuracy loss and these factors, it is difficult to derive
an equation to estimate the accuracy of running the DNN
model with a layer combination.

For a DNN model with 𝑛 layers, there are 2𝑛 model parti-
tion decisions. For an advanced DNNmodel, there are usually
dozens or even hundreds of layers and hence it is impossible
to use brute force methods to find the best solution. To ad-
dress this issue, we first formulate the Max-Accuracy and the
Min-Time problem and propose heuristic based algorithms
to solve them. Then, we propose a machine learning based
model partition (MLMP) algorithm to further improve the
performance.

Notation Description
𝑛 The number of layers in the DNN model
𝑙𝑖 The 𝑖𝑡ℎ layer in the DNN model
𝐿 A layer combination

𝐴(𝐿) The accuracy of running DNN model with 𝐿
𝑇 (𝐿) The processing time of running DNN with 𝐿
\𝑡 The time constraint of the application
\𝑎 The accuracy requirement the application

Table 1: Notation.

3 MAX-ACCURACY AND MIN-TIME
Based on the processing time and accuracy requirement of
different mobile applications, we study two problems in this
section: Max-Accuracy where the goal is to maximize the
accuracy under some time constraints and Min-Time where
the goal is to minimize the time while ensuring the accuracy
is above a certain threshold.

3.1 The Max-Accuracy Problem
In the scenario described in the introduction, the processing
time is significant for some applications such as the flying
drone, and we should maximize the accuracy under some
time constraints; i.e., the Max-Accuracy problem. In this
subsection, we first formulate the problem and then propose
a heuristic based solution.
Let 𝐿 denote a layer combination and 𝐿 is a list of binary

variables 𝑥𝑖 (𝐿 = (𝑥1, 𝑥2, . . . , 𝑥𝐿)), which indicates whether
the 𝑖𝑡ℎ layer 𝑙𝑖 will be run on the NPU. More specifically, if
𝑥𝑖 = 1, layer 𝑙𝑖 will be run on NPU; if 𝑥𝑖 = 0, layer 𝑙𝑖 will
be run on CPU. Let 𝐴(𝐿) denote the accuracy of running
the DNN model with a layer combination 𝐿. Let𝑇 (𝐿) denote
the data processing time of running the DNN model with a
layer combination 𝐿 and the time constraint for the mobile
application is \𝑡 . Then, we have 𝑇 (𝐿) = 𝑇 (𝑥1, 𝑥2, . . . , 𝑥𝑛) ≤
\𝑡 , and the Max-Accuracy problem can be formulated as
follow.
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max 𝐴(𝑥1, 𝑥2, . . . , 𝑥𝑛)
s.t. 𝑇 (𝑥1, 𝑥2, . . . , 𝑥𝑛) ≤ \𝑡

𝑥𝑖 ∈ {0, 1},∀𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑛]
A brute force method to solve the Max-Accuracy problem

is to try all possible layer combinations, and it takes 𝑂 (2𝑛).
Since the brute force method is impractical, we propose a
heuristic based solution, called the Max-Accuracy algorithm.
The basic idea is to move layers with higher accuracy loss
from NPU to CPU since it is the most effective way to im-
prove the accuracy. More specifically, our Max-Accuracy
algorithm can be summarized as follows.
(1) Initially, all layers are run on NPU.
(2) Sort the layers in the descending order based on their

accuracy loss.
(3) Starting from the first layer, move the layer from NPU

toCPUuntil the processing time constraint is no longer
satisfied. Note that the last layer will not really be
moved from NPU to CPU to ensure that the process-
ing time constraint is satisfied.

In the algorithm, the accuracy and the processing time of
running DNN models with a layer combination is measured
through experiments. Since there are 𝑛 layers in a DNN
model, the Max-Accuracy algorithm has a time complexity
of 𝑂 (𝑛).

3.2 The Min-Time Problem
For applications such as unlocking a smartphone, making
payment through face recognition, accuracy is more impor-
tant than the processing time. Hence, we study the Min-Time
problem in this subsection, where the goal is to minimize the
time while ensuring the accuracy is above a certain threshold.
We first formulate the problem and then propose a heuristic
based solution.

Let \𝑎 denote the accuracy requirement of the application.
For a layer combination𝐿, we have𝐴(𝐿) = 𝐴(𝑥1, 𝑥2, . . . , 𝑥𝑛) ≥
\𝑎 . The Min-Time problem can be formulated as follow.

min 𝑇 (𝑥1, 𝑥2, . . . , 𝑥𝑛)
s.t. 𝐴(𝑥1, 𝑥2, . . . , 𝑥𝑛) ≥ \𝑎

𝑥𝑖 ∈ {0, 1},∀𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑛]
As mentioned in the Max-Accuracy Algorithm, it is im-

practical to use the brute force method to solve the Min-Time
problem. Therefore, we propose a heuristic based solution,
called the Min-Time Algorithm. The basic idea is to move
layers with longer processing time from CPU to NPU since it
is the most effective way to reduce the processing time. More
specifically, our Min-Time algorithm can be summarized as
follows.

(1) Initially, all layers are run on CPU.
(2) Sort the layers in the descending order based on their

processing time.
(3) Starting from the first layer, move the layer from CPU

to NPU until the accuracy requirement is no longer
satisfied. Note that the last layer will not really be
moved from CPU to NPU to ensure that the accuracy
requirement is satisfied.

Like the Max-Accuracy algorithm, the Min-Time algo-
rithm can be easily implemented, and it has a low time com-
plexity of 𝑂 (𝑛).

4 MACHINE LEARNING BASED MODEL
PARTITION (MLMP)

4.1 Overview
By leveragingmodel partition techniques, Max-Accuracy can
significantly improve the accuracy compared to running all
DNN layers on NPU, and Min-Time can significantly reduce
the processing time compared to running all DNN layers
on CPU. However, both approaches have limitations, for ex-
ample, they only try a small number of layer combinations
based on heuristics, and better solutions may exist. Moreover,
some factors are not considered to simplify the problem. For
example, two layers with similar accuracy loss may have
different processing time and moving any one of them from
NPU to CPU leads to similar accuracy improvement. How-
ever, Max-Accuracy does not consider such difference, and
then the processing time will increase significantly if the
layer with longer processing time is moved from NPU to
CPU.

To address these limitations, we propose a machine learn-
ing based model partition (MLMP) algorithm which tries
more layer combinations and considers both accuracy loss
and processing time simultaneously. Figure 3 shows the
overview of MLMP. MLMP has two main modules: the profil-
ing module and the model partition module, which address
the following two challenges.
The first challenges is how to estimate the accuracy and

processing time efficiently when there are a large number of
layer combinations. In Max-Acc and Min-Time, we measure
the accuracy and the processing time by running DNNmodel
with different layer combinations on smartphones. However,
such measurement is very time consuming since it needs to
process all data in the dataset. It is also impractical when
there are many layer combinations to be measured. MLMP
leverages machine learning techniques to efficiently estimate
the accuracy loss of running DNN models with a layer com-
bination. To estimate the data processing time of running
the DNN model with a layer combination, MLMP needs to
know the layer processing time on NPU and the data trans-
mission time between CPU and NPU for each layer. Since
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Figure 3: The overview of MLMP

there is no existing tool to measure them directly, MLMP
computes them based on the processing time of running the
DNN model with different layer combinations. As shown in
Figure 3, the profiling module estimates the accuracy loss
and the data processing time.
The second challenge is how to efficiently search for the

best layer combination. Due to the large number of possi-
ble layer combinations, it is impossible to use brute force
method to solve the Max-Accuracy and the Min-Time prob-
lem. To reduce the search space, MLMP proposes techniques
to identify the most efficient layer combinations based on
their processing time and accuracy loss. Then, different al-
gorithms are used to find the best layer combinations for
the Max-Accuracy and the Min-Time problem, as shown in
Figure 3.
In the following subsections, we describe the details of

these two modules.

4.2 The Profiling Module
In this subsection, we present the technical detail of the pro-
filing module. We first propose machine learning techniques
to estimate the accuracy loss and then propose techniques
to estimate the data processing time.

4.2.1 Accuracy Loss Estimation. As discussed in Section 2,
many factors such as layer parameters and the input/output
size of each layer may affect the accuracy loss of a layer
combination, and then it is hard to calculate the accuracy
loss of runningmultiple layers on NPU based on the accuracy
loss of each layer. To better estimate the accuracy loss, we
use machine learning techniques to train an accuracy loss

estimation model. The training procedure has two parts,
generating sample data and model training.

Generating Training Data: The goal of this step is to
collect sample data for training and testing the accuracy loss
estimation model. For each DNN model, 300 different layer
combinations are randomly generated, and their accuracy
loss is measured on mobile devices. Among these samples,
250 of them are used as training data and 50 of them are
used for testing the model. More specifically, the samples are
generated as follows.

(1) Randomly select a number 𝑘 from 1 to 𝑛.
(2) Generate a layer combination by scheduling each layer

to be run on NPU with probability 𝑘
𝑛
.

(3) Repeat the above steps until 300 different layer combi-
nations have been generated.

We focus on layer combinations with the convolutional
layer, fully connected layer and pooling layer, since these
layers are the most time-consuming layers and their layer
parameters occupy most memory space. Other types of lay-
ers can be processed very quickly and then combined with
their previous layers. For example, if a convolutional layer
is followed by a Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU), the ReLU will
be run on the same processor as the convolutional layer.

Model Training: To train a model, we need to extract
features from the samples. Our feature vector contains three
parts: the layer features, the memory features, and the opera-
tion features. The layer features include the binary variables
𝑥𝑖 (𝑖 ∈ [1, 𝑛]) which indicate whether layer 𝑙𝑖 is executed
on NPU, the number of layers running on NPU, and the av-
erage of their accuracy loss. The memory features include
the memory space occupied by the layer parameters and
the input/output data. The operation features include the
number of floating-point additions and multiplications on
NPU.
Since the extracted features have different ranges, nor-

malizing their ranges can improve the performance of the
machine learning models. In MLMP, Min-Max normalization
is applied to rescale the range of features to [0, 1].

With the normalized features, we train a machine learning
model to estimate the accuracy loss. The biggest challenge is
to decide which kind of machine learning model should be
used. Although DNN models have been successfully applied
to many problems, it is not the best choice in our problem
due to overfitting, where the model can learn the training
data well but is not generalized to new data. The overfitting
problem is caused by the small number of samples and the
low-dimensional feature vectors. Therefore, we train three
machine learning models to estimate the accuracy loss and
the best one will be used. More specifically, we train the
following machine learning models and the results will be
discussed in Section 6.
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Linear RegressionThismachine learning technique is widely
used in predictive analysis. It models the relationship be-
tween accuracy loss and our extracted features using a linear
equation. In MLMP, ridge regression is used to prevent over-
fitting.

Multilayer Perceptron Neural Network (MLP):MLP is a class
of feedforward neural network models. It has high capacity
and is widely used for classification or regression problems.
In MLMP, we build a two-layer fully connected neural net-
work and use LeRU as the activation function. Each hidden
layer in the model includes dozens of neurons and L2 regu-
larization is used to prevent overfitting.

Gradient Boosting Regression Tree (GBRT): GBRT is an en-
semble machine learning model for regression problems. It
trains several regression tree models sequentially. For each
regression tree model, it optimizes the loss function and cor-
rect the errors made by the previous trained regression tree
models.

4.2.2 Modeling Data Processing Time. With model partition,
some layers are executed on CPU while others are run on
NPU. Since NPU has its own memory space, all data must
be moved from the main memory to NPU before the model
can be executed on NPU. Since the NPU processing time
is short and a large amount of data is transmitted between
the main memory and NPU, the data transmission time and
the layer processing time may be at similar level. To better
estimate the processing time, we cannot ignore this data
transmission time, especially when many layers are run on
NPU. However, the current SDK for NPU does not include
tools for measuring the data transmission time or the layer
processing time of different layers. They can only measure
the processing time of running the whole DNN model. To
address this problem, we propose a method to compute the
layer processing time and the data transmission time, and
use them to model the data processing time of running the
DNN model with a layer combination.
The basic idea of our method is shown in Figure 4. Com-

pared to running the whole DNN model on NPU, extra data
transmission time is introduced if the model is divided into
two parts and each part is run independently on NPU. Then,
we can compute the data transmission time based on the
processing time difference between the whole model and the
divided models.

More specifically, let 𝑡𝑑
𝑙
denote the data transmission time

of moving the input data of the 𝑙𝑡ℎ layer from the main
memory to NPU and let 𝑡𝑟

𝑙
denote the data transmission

time of moving the output data of the 𝑙𝑡ℎ layer from NPU
to main memory. Let 𝑡𝑝

𝑙
denote the processing time of the

𝑙𝑡ℎ layer on NPU. Then it takes 𝑡𝑑
𝑙
+ 𝑡𝑟

𝑙
+ 𝑡𝑝

𝑙
to run the 𝑙𝑡ℎ

layer on NPU. Let𝑇 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣

𝑙
denote the processing time from the

first layer to the 𝑙𝑡ℎ layer on NPU. 𝑇 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣

𝑙
can be computed as

𝑇
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣

𝑙
= 𝑡𝑑1 +

∑𝑙
𝑖=1 𝑡

𝑝

𝑖
+ 𝑡𝑟

𝑙
.

Similarly, let 𝑇 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡
𝑙

denote the processing time from the
𝑙𝑡ℎ layer to the last layer of the DNN model and it can be
computed as 𝑇 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡

𝑙
= 𝑡𝑑

𝑙
+ ∑𝑛

𝑖=𝑙
𝑡
𝑝

𝑖
+ 𝑡𝑟𝑛 . Let 𝑇𝑎𝑙𝑙 denote the

processing time of the DNN model on NPU. Assume that
moving the same amount of data between NPU and memory
takes the same amount of time; i.e., 𝑡𝑑

𝑙
= 𝑡𝑟

𝑙−1. Therefore, 𝑡
𝑑
𝑙

can be computed as 𝑡𝑑
𝑙
= 𝑡𝑟

𝑙−1 =
𝑇
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣

𝑙−1 +𝑇
𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡
𝑙
−𝑇𝑎𝑙𝑙

2 .
The layer processing time for the 𝑙𝑡ℎ layer can be computed

as 𝑡𝑝
𝑙
= (𝑇 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡

𝑙
− 𝑡𝑑

𝑙
) − (𝑇 𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡

𝑙+1 − 𝑡
𝑑
𝑙+1). The data transmission

time of running the DNN model with a layer combination 𝐿
can be computed as𝑇 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠

𝐿
= 𝑡𝑑1 𝑥1 + 𝑡𝑟𝑛𝑥𝑛 +

∑𝑛
𝑖=2 |𝑥𝑖 −𝑥𝑖−1 |𝑡𝑟𝑖−1.

Let 𝑡𝑞
𝑙
be the processing time of layer 𝑙 on CPU. The pro-

cessing time of running the DNN model with a layer com-
bination 𝐿 can be computed as 𝑇 (𝐿) = 𝑇 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠

𝐿
+∑𝑛

𝑖=1 (𝑥𝑖𝑡
𝑝

𝑖
+

(1 − 𝑥𝑖 )𝑡𝑞𝑖 ).
Although our method does not separate the data trans-

mission time 𝑡𝑑1 (𝑡𝑟𝑛) and the processing time 𝑡𝑝1 (𝑡𝑝𝑛 ) for the
first (and the last) layer, it can still accurately estimate the
processing time for the following reason. If these two layers
are run on NPU, the DNN model needs to move the input
data of the first layer to NPU and move the output data of
the last layer back to main memory. The processing time of
the DNN model includes the layer processing time 𝑡𝑝1 + 𝑡

𝑝
𝑛

and the data transmission time 𝑡𝑑1 + 𝑡𝑟𝑛 . Therefore, it is not
necessary to consider the layer processing time and the data
transmission time separately for these two layers.

4.3 The Model Partition Module
In Section 3, we proposed heuristic based solutions for the
Max-Accuracy problem and the Min-Time problem. To fur-
ther improve the performance by considering more layer
combinations, MLMP solves these two problems by leverag-
ing techniques proposed in the last two subsections.

4.3.1 Solving the Max-Accuracy Problem. To solve the Max-
Accuracy problem, the time constraint (\𝑡 ) must be satisfied.
Our algorithm starts from the layer combination where all
layers are run on NPU, and then it explores more layer com-
binations by moving layers from NPU to CPU.
More specifically, a set 𝑆 ( 𝑗) ( 𝑗 ∈ [0, 𝑛]) is maintained to

find the layer combination which maximizes the accuracy
within the time constraint. 𝑆 ( 𝑗) is a set of triples, and each
triple is denoted as (𝐿, 𝑡, 𝑎), which represents the processing
time (𝑡 ) and the accuracy (𝑎) of running the DNN model
with layer combination 𝐿. Initially, 𝑆 (0) = (𝐿0,𝑇 (𝐿0), 𝐴(𝐿0),
where 𝐿0 represents the layer combination with all layers
running on NPU. To add triples to the set of 𝑆 ( 𝑗), we consider
the triples in 𝑆 ( 𝑗−1). For each triple (𝐿, 𝑡, 𝑎) in 𝑆 ( 𝑗−1), a new
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Figure 4: Modeling the data processing time of running the DNN model with a layer combination.

layer combination 𝐿′ is generated by moving a layer running
on NPU in 𝐿 to CPU. Since the time constraint must be satis-
fied for the layer combinations, the tuple (𝐿′,𝑇 (𝐿′), 𝐴(𝐿′))
is added to 𝑆 ( 𝑗) if and only if 𝑇 (𝐿′) ≤ \𝑡 .

Not all possible triples are maintained in 𝑆 ( 𝑗), since only
the most efficient ones (i.e., with higher accuracy and less
processing time) are kept. More specifically, a triple (𝐿, 𝑡, 𝑎)
is said to dominate another triple (𝐿′, 𝑡 ′, 𝑎′) if and only if
𝑡 ≤ 𝑡 ′, 𝑎 ≥ 𝑎′. The layer combination 𝐿 is more efficient than
the layer combination 𝐿′ and all dominated triples will be
removed from the list of 𝑆 ( 𝑗).
The number of layer combinations in 𝑆 ( 𝑗) may quickly

grow as 𝑗 increases. To improve the search efficiency, MLMP
uses a predefined threshold 𝐾 to limit the number of triples
in 𝑆 ( 𝑗). More specifically, the triples in 𝑆 ( 𝑗) are sorted in the
descending order of their accuracy and 𝑆 ( 𝑗) only keeps the
first 𝐾 triples.

Themodel partition algorithm is summarized inAlgorithm
1. In the algorithm, 𝐴𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 is used for tracking the maximum
accuracy that has been found so far, and its corresponding
layer combination is maintained by 𝐿𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 .

4.3.2 Solving the Min-Time Problem. To solve the Min-Time
problem, the accuracy requirement (\𝑎) must be satisfied. Our
algorithm starts from the layer combination where all layers
are run onCPU, and then it exploresmore layer combinations
by moving layers from CPU to NPU.
The algorithm is similar to the Algorithm 1 and the key

difference is that the accuracy requirement must be satisfied
for all layer combinations in 𝑆 ( 𝑗) ( 𝑗 ∈ [0, 𝑛]). More specifi-
cally, the set 𝑆 (0) = {𝐿′0,𝑇 (𝐿′0), 𝐴(𝐿′0)}, where 𝐿′0 is the layer
combinations where all layers are run on CPU. 𝐴(𝐿) ≥ \𝑎
must be satisfied when a triple (𝐿,𝑇 (𝐿), 𝐴(𝐿)) is added to
𝑆 ( 𝑗). The techniques for improving the search efficiency in
Algorithm 1 is also applied to 𝑆 ( 𝑗).

The model partition algorithm is summarized in Algo-
rithm 2. In the algorithm, 𝑇𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 is used for tracking the mini-
mum data processing time that has been found so far, and
its corresponding layer combination is maintained by 𝐿𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 .

Algorithm 1: Solving Max-Acc with MLMP
Result: The layer combination 𝐿𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 which

maximizes the accuracy
1 𝑆 (0) ← {(𝐿0,𝑇 (𝐿0), 𝐴(𝐿0)},

𝐴𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 ← 𝐴(𝐿0), 𝐿𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 ← 𝐿0
2 for 𝑗 from 1 to 𝑛 do
3 for each (𝐿, 𝑡, 𝑎) in 𝑆 ( 𝑗 − 1) do
4 for each layer that is run on NPU in 𝐿 do
5 Generate 𝐿′ by moving the layer from

NPU to CPU in 𝐿.
6 if 𝑇 (𝐿′) ≤ \𝑡 then
7 Add (𝐿′,𝑇 (𝐿′), 𝐴(𝐿′)) to 𝑆 ( 𝑗)
8 if 𝐴𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 < 𝐴(𝐿′) then
9 𝐴𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 ← 𝐴(𝐿′), 𝐿𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 ← 𝐿′

10 Remove the dominated triples from 𝑆 ( 𝑗).
11 Sort the triples in 𝑆 ( 𝑗) in the descending

order of their accuracy.
12 𝑆 ( 𝑗) keeps the first 𝐾 triples and remove

others.
13 Return 𝐿𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡

5 IMPLEMENTATIONS
Figure 5 shows the details of our implementation which is
divided into two parts: one runs on the server and the other
one runs on the mobile device. For a DNN model, the server
finds the layer combination based on the Max-Accuracy al-
gorithm, the Min-Time algorithm, or the MLMP algorithm.
The result will be sent to the mobile device. Note that the
proposed algorithms only need to run once for a particu-
lar DNN model or a particular application requirement. As
long as the DNN model and the application requirements
are not changed, the mobile device can keep using the layer
combination.
Since Max-Accuracy and Min-Time are simple, no addi-

tional library is needed for implementation. However, the
MLMP algorithm is more complex, where machine learning
models are trained to estimate the accuracy loss. We train
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Algorithm 2: Solving Min-Time with MLMP
Result: The layer combination 𝐿𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 which

minimizes the data processing time
1 𝑆 (0) ← {(𝐿′0,𝑇 (𝐿′0), 𝐴(𝐿′0)},

𝑇𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 ← 𝑇 (𝐿′0), 𝐿𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 ← 𝐿′0
2 for 𝑗 from 1 to 𝑛 do
3 for each (𝐿, 𝑡, 𝑎) in 𝑆 ( 𝑗 − 1) do
4 for each layer that is run on CPU in 𝐿 do
5 Generate 𝐿′ by moving the layer from

CPU to NPU in 𝐿.
6 if 𝐴(𝐿′) ≥ \𝑎 then
7 Add (𝐿′,𝑇 (𝐿′), 𝐴(𝐿′)) to 𝑆 ( 𝑗)
8 if 𝑇𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 > 𝑇 (𝐿′) then
9 𝑇𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 ← 𝑇 (𝐿′), 𝐿𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 ← 𝐿′

10 Remove the dominated triples from 𝑆 ( 𝑗).
11 Sort the triples in 𝑆 ( 𝑗) in the ascending order

of their data processing time.
12 𝑆 ( 𝑗) keeps the first 𝐾 triples and remove

others.
13 Return 𝐿𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡
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Figure 5: The implementation details

these models using the Scikit-learn library [35]. Although
the library has already included API for building up the mod-
els, there are many parameters to be determined. We use
the gird search method to optimize the parameters for each
model.

After finding out a layer combination, the partitionedDNN
models should be optimized before running on NPU since
NPU has a different architecture from CPU. The HUAWEI
DDK includes toolsets to perform such optimizations for
DNN models trained by deep learning frameworks such as
Caffe [23] or Tensorflow.
To run the partitioned DNN models on CPU, we use the

Caffe deep learning framework. Since the HUAWEI mate 10
pro uses Android system, we cross-compile the Caffe frame-
work using NDK [11]. Although there is an existing Android

Caffe library, it only has limited functions and cannot exe-
cute a set of specific layers on CPU. Therefore, we add more
functions to the existing library and cross-compile it to the
Android platform.

To run DNN model layers on NPU, we need to use NPU
SDK provided by the NPU manufacturers. The HUAWEI
DDK includes the APIs to run a DNN model, and a few Java
Native Interface (JNI) functions are provided to use the APIs
on Android. However, these JNI functions are hard coded
for running a specific model on NPU. Therefore, we use the
Android Native Development Kit (NDK) to implement more
flexible JNI functions which can run specific model layers
on CPU or NPU.

6 PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
DNN model partition algorithms. We first present the evalu-
ation setup and then present the evaluation results.

6.1 Evaluation Setup
The evaluations are performed on HUAWEI mate 10 pro,
which is equipped with 6 GB memory, octa-core CPU (4×2.4
GHz and 4 × 1.8 GHz) and a Cambricon NPU. The model
training and model partition algorithms are run offline on a
powerful desktop.

We evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithms:
the Max-Accuracy (Max-Acc) algorithm, the Min-Time al-
gorithm and the MLMP algorithm. We compare them with
two existing solutions All-CPU and All-NPU, where All-CPU
runs all model layers on the CPU, and All-NPU runs all model
layers on NPU.
The evaluations are based on two different DNN models:

VocNet and Yolo Small. VocNet is used for object recognition
and the Yolo Small model is used for object detection. These
two models are chosen because they are popular in com-
puter vision community and have been fine-tuned for many
problems. VocNet has the same model structure as AlexNet
and many researchers use the same model structure for their
own problems. The Yolo small model has been fine-tuned to
detect faces or texts in images. Moreover, object detection
and recognition is critical for many applications, such as the
AR navigator in Google Map and the shopping assistant in
Samsung Bixby.
To measure the performance of VocNet model, we use

images from the VOC dataset [6], which includes real world
images. It requires the DNN model to recognize twenty dif-
ferent kinds of objects and each image may contain more
than one kind of objects. Since the model may miss an object
in the image or classify an object incorrectly, we use F-score
to evaluate the performance.
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To measure the performance of the Yolo Small model,
we use a subset of images from the MS COCO dataset [27].
These images have been used for training models related to
object detection and recognition. Since the dataset is very
large, about 170,000 images, we randomly select 5,000 images
from the dataset. To determine whether an object is correctly
detected, we use the Intersection over Union (IoU) metric.
IoU can be defined as 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 (𝑅⋂

𝑃 )
𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 (𝑅⋃

𝑃 ) , where 𝑅 and 𝑃 are the
bounding boxes of the ground truth and predicted results. In
our experiment, if IoU ≥ 0.5, the object is correctly detected.

On mobile device, the images need to be preprocessed be-
fore running the DNN models. For instance, the images must
be resized to the input size of the DNN models. In the exper-
iments, we use JavaCV to perform such image manipulation
on mobile devices.

6.2 Selecting machine learning models in
MLMP

In the profiling module of MLMP, three machine learning
models are considered: Linear regression, multilayer percep-
tron neural network (MLP), and gradient boosting regression
tree (GBRT). To find the best model for estimating the accu-
racy loss, we evaluate their performance with the following
commonly used metrics.

• Mean Absolute Error (MAE): MAE measures the differ-
ence between the true accuracy loss and the estimated
accuracy loss. It can be expressed as

∑𝑚
𝑖=1 (𝑦𝑖−𝑦𝑖 )

𝑚
, where

𝑦𝑖 is the ground truth, 𝑦𝑖 is the estimated accuracy and
𝑚 is the number of test cases.
• Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE): MAPE is
similar toMAE and the only difference is that the result
is normalized. MAPE is defined as 1

𝑚

∑𝑚
𝑖=1
(𝑦𝑖−𝑦𝑖 )

𝑦𝑖
.

• Coefficient of Determination (𝑅2): This metric mea-
sures how well the model fits the data. 𝑅2 can be de-
fined as 1 −

∑𝑚
𝑖=1 (𝑦𝑖−𝑦𝑖 )2∑
𝑖 (𝑦𝑖−𝑦𝑖 )2

, where 𝑦𝑖 is the average of the
ground truth accuracy.

We train and test these three models with the sample data
generated by the profiling module in MLMP (250 samples for
training and 50 samples for testing). Since there are many
parameters, such as learning rate and regularization strength,
we have tried different parameter combinations and selected
the best results for each model.

As shown in Table 2, MLP outperforms Linear Regression
on the Yolo Small model but underperforms linear regression
for the VocNet model. The reason is as follows. MLP has two
hidden layers which can learn more complex relationships
between the feature vectors and the accuracy loss. However,
these extra layers also lead to overfitting. Since the structure
of the VocNet model is much simpler than Yolo Small, MLP

VocNet
Metric Linear Regression MLP GBRT
MAE 0.04 0.06 0.01
MAPE 0.07 0.11 0.02
𝑅2 0.95 0.88 0.99

Yolo Small
METRIC Linear Regression MLP GBRT
MAE 0.06 0.03 0.01
MAPE 0.41 0.15 0.05
𝑅2 0.91 0.97 0.98

Table 2: Comparisons of different machine learning
models on estimating the accuracy loss.

overfits and underperforms when it is used for the VocNet
model.
GBRT has the best performance among these three ma-

chine learning models, since its MAE and MAPE are much
lower which means the estimated accuracy loss is closer to
the actual accuracy loss. Moreover, it fits the sample data
well since it has the highest 𝑅2 among all models. Therefore,
GBRT is used for estimating the accuracy loss in the MLMP
algorithm.

6.3 Selecting Parameter 𝐾 in MLMP
In the model partition module of MLMP, the parameter 𝐾
is used to limit the number of layer combinations that will
be searched by MLMP. To set the parameter properly, we
use different parameter 𝐾 to evaluate the performance of
MLMP on the Max-Accuracy problem and the Min-Time
problem. In the experiment, we only use Yolo Small model
since it has more layers than VocNet and more possible layer
combinations, and hence 𝐾 has larger impact.
Figure 6 shows the performance of MLMP on the Max-

Accuracy problem and the Min-Time problem under 𝐾 and
different constraints (\𝑡 and \𝑎). As shown in the Figure, the
performance of MLMP is better when𝐾 becomes larger. This
is because MLMP tries more layer combinations and thus can
find a better solution to solve the problems. However, the
performance of MLMP does not improve any more when 𝐾
is larger than 50 in Figure 6(a) and when 𝐾 is larger than 100
in Figure 6(b). This is because the new layer combinations
are less efficient (i.e., lower accuracy or longer processing
time) than those searched by MLMP, and thus MLMP cannot
find better solutions among these new layer combinations.
As a result, 𝐾 is set to be 50 for the Max-Accuracy problem
and is set to be 100 for the Min-Time problem in MLMP.

6.4 Comparisons of Different Algorithms
on the Max-Accuracy Problem

Figure 7 compares the performance of All-CPU, All-NPU,
Max-Acc and MLMP on the Max-Accuracy problem for the
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Figure 6: The performance of MLMP under different
parameter 𝐾
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Figure 7: The performance of different algorithms on
the Max Accuracy Problem
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Figure 8: The processing time reduction and the accu-
racy loss of running each layer on NPU for VocNet.

VocNet model and the Yolo Small model. Note that the Min-
Time algorithm is not shown here since it is designed for the
Min-Time problem instead of the Max-Accuracy problem.
The All-CPU algorithm is not shown in Figure 7(b) because
it requires 3400ms to run the the Yolo Small Model, and thus
cannot satisfy the time constraint. In Figure 7(a), All-CPU
can only be used when the time constraint is larger than
650ms.
As shown in the figure, the All-NPU algorithm runs all

model layers on NPU, and thus its accuracy does not change
when the time constraint increases. As the time constraint
increases, model partition algorithms such as Max-Acc and
MLMP can run more model layers on the CPU and hence the
accuracy increases. However, the increasing trend is different.

As shown in Figure 7(a), Max-Acc and MLMP achieve similar
accuracy when running the VocNet model. The reason can be
further explained with Figure 8, which shows the processing
time reduction and the accuracy loss by running each layer
on NPU. For example, running layer 𝑃1 on NPU while other
layers are run on CPU can incur 32% accuracy loss. Since 𝑃1
has the highest accuracy loss, both Max-Acc and MLMP will
first move it from NPU to CPU. After 𝑃1 is moved to CPU, the
accuracy can be significantly improved. Even though more
layers can be moved to CPU to further increase the accuracy,
such improvement is much smaller compared to the accuracy
improvement by moving 𝑃1 to CPU. As a result, Max-Acc and
MLMP have similar performance. After moving 𝑃1 from NPU
to CPU, both algorithms may move other layers differently.
Thus, we can see some minor difference between them, and
MLMP outperforms Max-Acc when the time constraint is
150ms or 200ms.

As shown in the Figure 7(b), All-NPU, Max-Acc andMLMP
achieve the same accuracy by running all layers on NPU
when the time constraint is 200 ms. As the time constraint
increases, Max-Acc and MLMP can move more layers to
CPU and hence increase the accuracy, compared to the All-
NPU algorithm. When the time constraint is between 300ms
and 750ms, the accuracy of MLMP is much higher than that
of Max-Acc. For example, when the time constraint is 400
ms, MLMP can improve the accuracy by about 40%, com-
pared to Max-Acc. This is because MLMP tries more layer
combinations than Max-Acc and then can select better layer
combinations than Max-Acc within the time constraint. Dif-
ferent from the VocNet model (shown in Figure 8), the Yolo
Small model has more layers and there are more variations
in the processing time and accuracy loss, as shown in Figure
2. As a result, trying more layer combinations in MLMP can
further improve the accuracy than Max-Acc.

When the time constraint is larger than 800 ms, Max-Acc
and MLMP have similar performance. This is because the
accuracy is close to the maximum, after most layers that can
cause most of the accuracy loss have been moved from NPU
to CPU. Although moving more layers from NPU to CPU
can still increase the accuracy, such improvement is much
smaller and thus the difference between Max-Acc and MLMP
becomes much smaller when the time constraint is larger
than 800 ms.

Breakdownof theProcessingTime:To better understand
the performance difference among the algorithms, we break
down the data processing time into CPU processing time,
NPU processing time, and data transmission time. Figure 9
shows the processing time breakdown of these algorithms
for the Yolo Small model when the time constraint is 550ms.
As shown in the figure, All-CPU has the highest accuracy,
but its processing time reaches 3.4s, which does not satisfy
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Figure 9: The processing time breakdown of different
algorithms for the Yolo Small Model with time con-
straint \𝑡 ≤ 550ms

the time constraint. All-NPU has the lowest processing time,
but its accuracy is also the lowest. Max-ACC and NPU apply
model partition techniques and hence the processing time
includes CPU processing time, NPU processing time, and
data transmission time. As shown in the figure, the CPU
processing time of MLMP is longer than that of Max-Acc
and the NPU processing time of MLMP is shorter than that
of Max-Acc. The is because MLMP tries more layer combi-
nations than Max-Acc and it can run more layers on CPU to
achieve higher accuracy within the time constraint.

As shown in Figure 9, the data transmission time of Max-
Acc is longer than that of MLMP. The reason can be better
explained with Figure 10, which shows the data transmission
time and the layer processing time of running each layer on
NPU. For example, layer 𝐶6 needs 16ms to be processed on
NPU and 19ms to move its input data from main memory
to NPU. Since the data transmission time and the NPU pro-
cessing time are at similar level, the data transmission time
should not be ignored. However, Max-Acc ignores such data
transmission time, and may move layers with longer data
transmission time to NPU. As a result, it has less options
than MLMP which can choose other layers to achieve higher
accuracy within the time constraint.

6.5 Comparisons of Different Algorithms
on the Min-Time Problem

Figure 11 shows the performance of All-CPU, All-NPU, Max-
Acc and MLMP on the Min-Time problem for the VocNet
model and the Yolo Small model. Note that the Max-Acc
algorithm is not shown here since it is designed for the Max-
Accuracy problem instead of the Min-Time problem. The
All-NPU algorithm achieves 53% and 29% accuracy on the
VocNet model and the Yolo Small model, and thus it can

only be used when the accuracy requirement is below 60%
in Figure 11(a) and when the accuracy requirement is below
30% in Figure 11(b).
As shown in the figure, the All-CPU algorithm runs all

model layers on CPU, and thus its processing time does not
change when the accuracy requirement decreases. As the
accuracy requirement decreases, model partition algorithm
such as Min-Time and MLMP can run more model layers
on NPU and hence the processing time is reduced. However,
the decreasing trend is different. As shown in Figure 11(a),
the processing time of MLMP is much shorter than that of
Min-Time when the accuracy requirement is between 60%
to 80%. For example, when the accuracy requirement is 70%,
the processing time of MLMP is 70% shorter than that of
Min-Time. This is because the accuracy drops slightly after
Min-Time moves the first three layers from CPU to NPU.
However, the fourth model layer 𝑃1 (shown in Figure 8) has
the highest high accuracy loss. After 𝑃1 is moved to NPU,
the accuracy drops below 60% and thus Min-Time can only
move three model layers from CPU to NPU. Compared to
Min-Time, MLMP tries more layer combinations and can
select better layer combinations to satisfy the accuracy re-
quirement. When the accuracy requirement is between 10%
to 50%, Min-Time and MLMP have the same processing time
since the accuracy requirement is still satisfied when all
layers are run on NPU.
As shown in Figure 11(b), the processing time of MLMP

is much shorter than that of Min-Time when the accuracy
requirement is between 30% and 70%. For example, when the
accuracy requirement is 60%, the processing time of MLMP
is decreased by about 70%, compared to Min-Time. This is
because the model layers 𝐶21 and 𝐶18 (shown in Figure 2)
have long processing time and high accuracy loss and they
are the ninth and the thirteenth model layers moved from
CPU to NPU by Min-Time. After they are moved to NPU,
the accuracy drops significantly. As a result, Min-Time only
moves about ten layers from CPU to NPU. Compared to Min-
Time, MLMP tries more layer combinations and then can
select better layer combinations to satisfy the accuracy re-
quirement. When the accuracy requirement is between 10%
to 20%, All-NPU, Min-Time and MLMP have the same pro-
cessing time since the accuracy requirement is still satisfied
even when all layers are run on NPU.
Breakdownof theProcessingTime:To better understand
the performance difference among the algorithms, we break
down the data processing time into CPU processing time,
NPU processing time, and data transmission time. Figure 12
shows the processing time breakdown of these algorithms for
the Yolo Small model when the accuracy requirement is 60%.
As shown in the figure, All-CPU has the highest accuracy
but its processing time is also the longest. All-NPU has the
lowest processing time, but its accuracy is 29%, which does
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Figure 11: The performance of different algorithms on
the Min Time Problem
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Figure 12: The processing time breakdown of different
algorithms for the Yolo Small Model with accuracy re-
quirement \𝑎 ≥ 60%
not satisfy the accuracy requirement. Min-Time and MLMP
apply model partition techniques and hence the processing
time includes CPU processing time, NPU processing time,
and data transmission time.

As shown in the figure, the NPU processing time of MLMP
is longer than that of Min-Time and the CPU processing
time of MLMP is much shorter than that of Min-Time. This

is because MLMP tries more layer combinations than Min-
Time and it can run much more layers on NPU to save more
processing time without violating the accuracy requirement.

As shown in Figure 12, the data transmission time of Min-
Time is much longer than that of MLMP. As shown in Figure
10, the data transmission time should not be ignored since
the NPU processing time and the data processing time are
at similar level. However, the Min-Time algorithm ignores
the data transmission and may move layers with longer data
transmission time to NPU. As a result, its data transmission
time is longer than MLMP which can choose other layers
to reduce the data processing time without violating the
accuracy requirement.

7 RELATEDWORK
Over the past years, there have been significant advances in
object recognition with DNN models [19, 48, 54, 55]. How-
ever, these DNN models are designed for machines with
powerful CPU and GPU, and it is hard to run them on mo-
bile devices with limited memory and computation power.
Offloading techniques have been widely used to address the
resource limitations of mobile devices. MAUI [5] and many
other works [8–10, 12, 37, 52] provide general offloading
frameworks that can optimize energy and reduce the com-
putation time for mobile applications. However, these tech-
niques have limitations when applied to mobile applications
which need to offload a large amount of data to the server.
To reduce the data offloading time, some local processing
techniques have been proposed to filter out less important or
redundant data [2, 3]. Other researchers study how to satisfy
delay constraints by running different DNN models locally
under various network conditions [14, 38, 43, 51].
Although offloading techniques can reduce the computa-

tion time, it may take much longer time to transmit data,
especially when there is limited wireless bandwidth, or when
the data size is large. Moreover, there are other issues such
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as the lack of server support or privacy concerns, which mo-
tivate the large amount of research on efficient execution of
DNNs on mobile devices. For example, DeepEye [31] reduces
the processing time and the energy consumption of running
DNNmodels on mobile devices by interleaving the execution
of the convolutional layers and the fully connected layers
in DNN models. Xu et al. [47] proposed a cache design to
accelerate DNN based video analytics on mobile devices. In
[1, 7, 13, 15, 45], convolutional layers and fully-connected
layers are compressed to reduce the processing time of DNN
models. Liu et al. [28] optimize the convolutional operations
by reducing the redundant parameters in neural networks.
DeepIoT [49] and FastDeepIoT [50] compress DNNmodels by
optimizing the neural network configuration. Although the
efficiency can be improved through these model compression
techniques, the accuracy also drops. The execution efficiency
of DNN models can also be improved through hardware
support. For example, some existing research [21, 25, 32]
leverages CPU and GPU to execute the DNN models effi-
ciently. Different from them, we use NPU.
Instead of running the whole DNN model locally or of-

floading all computations to the cloud, some researchers
leverage model partition technique to run part of the model
locally and offload the intermediate results to the server.
For instance, Teerapittayanon et al. [44] distribute the DNN
model computations across local device, edge server and
cloud, and insert early exit points to reduce the processing
time. Mao et al. [30] proposes to reduce the processing time
by distributing the partitioned DNN models across mobile
devices. In Neruosurgeon [24], the DNN models are divided
into local processing part and offloading part to optimize
energy. In [17, 22], model partition techniques are applied
to reduce the data processing delay. However, these existing
techniques cannot be directly applied to our problem since
none of them considers the low accuracy problem introduced
by NPU.

8 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we developed model partition techniques to
improve the performance of running DNN models on mo-
bile devices with NPU. Based on the delay and accuracy
requirements of the applications, we studied two problems:
Max-Accuracy where the goal is to maximize the accuracy un-
der some time constraints, andMin-Time where the goal is to
minimize the processing time while ensuring that accuracy
is above a certain threshold. We have identified some special
characteristics of running DNN models on mobile devices
with NPU.We formalized theMax-Accuracy problem and the
Min-Time problem, and proposed heuristic based solutions
to solve them based on the identified special characteristics.
More specifically, we proposed model partition techniques to

determine which layers to run on CPU and which layers to
run on NPU to satisfy the application requirements on delay
and accuracy. We identified some limitations of the heuristic
based algorithms, and proposed a Machine Learning based
Model Partition (MLMP) algorithm to further improve the
performance. MLMP leverages machine learning technique
to estimate the accuracy loss of running the DNN model
with a layer combination. Since the SDK for NPU does not
include tools to measure the layer processing time on NPU,
and the data transmission time between NPU and memory,
we proposed techniques to better estimate them and then
efficiently search for the best layer combinations to solve the
Max-Accuracy problem and the Min-Time problem. We also
addressed many implementation issues to support model
partition techniques on mobile devices with NPU. Exten-
sive evaluation results show that MLMP can significantly
improve the accuracy or reduce the processing time based
on the application requirements.
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